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‘Impressions of Dartmoor’ concert, St Eustachius, Tavistock 16 June (Chris Chapman)
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The start of the ‘Songways’ pilgrimage, Merripit Hill, 17 June (Chris Chapman)

1. Concept, partners and planning
The idea of holding a festival celebrating Dartmoor music through
time, to mark the 20th Anniversary of the Dartmoor Society, was
conceived by Tom Greeves, Chairman of the Dartmoor Society, to
complement the Festival of Dartmoor Literature that was held to
mark the Society’s 10th Anniversary in 2008. He wrote to Simon Ible,
Director of Music at Peninsula Arts, Plymouth University, in May
2014, outlining his initial thoughts. Simon’s enthusiastic response and
a coffee with him in Plymouth, led to a meeting in February 2015
with him and identified partners including Seventh Wave Music and
Wren Music. A second meeting in September 2015 included Lucy
Luxmoore, oboeist, singer, teacher and co-founder of the Devonport
Park Community Choir. Further meetings with partners were held in
January, March, July, September and November 2016. These clarified
that it would be a midsummer festival (we were aware that
Glastonbury would have a ‘fallow’ year in 2018), and its title
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‘Dartmoor Resonance’, suggested by Carolyn Hillyer, was confirmed.
Marilyn Tucker of Wren Music offered to be the lead on grant
applications. A 10-day festival 15-24 June was revised to a 9-day
series of events 16-24 June. Early on, the concept of minstrels
travelling across Dartmoor with pack ponies over 3 days was
enthusiastically embraced, but practicalities and complex pony
politics led to this being refined to a single ‘Songways’ walk between
Postbridge and Gidleigh. Ambitious ideas for a ‘son et lumière’
spectacle at either Okehampton or Lydford Castles were mooted, and
explored with Simon Honywill, a ‘sonic guru’, but were eventually
sidelined due to cost and risk. A concert with Seth Lakeman seemed
to be a realistic possibility, until we learnt that he would be touring in
the USA during June. Carolyn Hillyer and Nigel Shaw initially offered
two concerts at Lower Merripit but wisely reduced this to a single
event – ‘Call of the Heathered Hills’. A songwriting competition was
suggested but was not included owing to potential complexities of
organisation. We were delighted to connect with Martyn Warren and
Voces at Buckfast Abbey which was celebrating its millennial
anniversary, and St Eustachius, Tavistock which was marking its 700 th
anniversary, as well as Kate & Mike Westbrook and all other
performers. The Executive Committee of the Dartmoor Society was
kept informed of progress, and Caya Edwards, publicity ‘officer’ of
the Society, joined the planning team.
A final pre-festival ‘partnership’ meeting was held at Lower Merripit,
Postbridge on 24 April 2018 when the festival was toasted with
Dartmoor mead.

L to R: Nigel Shaw,
Simon Ible, Paul
Wilson, Tom
Greeves, Carolyn
Hillyer, and Lucy
Luxmoore at Lower
Merripit, 24 April
2018
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2. Sponsors and support
Initially a budget of around £50,000 was envisaged, though this was
later reduced to around £30,000. The Dartmoor Society contributed
some £6000. See 3. Budget below.
2.1. The good
With the help of Simon Ible, a major breakthrough was support
of £5000 from the Bryan Foster Charitable Trust received in
January 2018. The Steel Charitable Trust (£4000) and the Leche
Trust (£2500) were also very generous sponsors. A specially
good response came from Okehampton with Okehampton
United Charities, Okehampton Town Council and Okehampton
Hamlets Parish Council each providing grants (‘a splendid
testament to your hard work and dedication to the local
community’ – letter from Mel Stride MP to Tom and Elisabeth
Greeves 20 June). The Golsoncott Foundation, the Elmgrant
Trust, Gard & Co solicitors (with thanks to Clive Jenkins),
Haddington House Apartments, and E & JW Glendinning Ltd all
made significant grants. Many individual members of the
Dartmoor Society also generously supported the Festival.
2.2.

The not-so-good
Two applications were made to the Arts Council for support
(for the Festival as a whole and for the GRANITE concert) but,
disappointingly and somewhat surprisingly, neither was
successful. This meant that raising funds was always going to
be a challenge. The Arts Council decision letter of September
2017 recognised the ‘high quality’ of the artists and stated that
general expenses seemed reasonable. However, they were
concerned about the ‘track record’ of the orchestras (who
were newly formed for the Festival!). They also felt there was
no strong case made for ‘public engagement’ and no
consideration for ‘access or diversity’. They considered
marketing plans to be ‘limited’. In their response of March
2018 to the application for support for GRANITE they decided
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that ‘the artistic and/or public engagement outcomes’ were
not strong enough!
We were frustrated by West Devon Borough Council who took many
months (and several enquiries) to inform us that our application for a
Community Grant was unsuccessful. More disappointing still was the
attitude of Tavistock Town Council who rejected our application for
support for the inaugural concert in the town, on the grounds that it
was ‘commercial in nature without directly or sufficiently benefiting
the town’. In response we pointed out that the Festival had ‘no
commercial element to it whatsoever’ and that we had thought the
Town Council ‘would have been proud to support such a special
inaugural event with such a prestigious orchestra and conductor
[Simon Ible] in the town, as well as the contributions of our resident
Tavistock composer, Andrew Wilson’. They did at least put our letter
on the Council website!
We were unsuccessful in obtaining Locality Budget funding from
Devon county councillors, and unsuccessful in a bid to the Norman
Family Charitable Trust (who wished us well).
We sent application letters to about twenty local and varied firms
(both large and small), and a handful of individuals, with a Dartmoor
interest, many of whom, to our surprise, failed even to acknowledge
receipt of the letter – a sign of the times. Two (Premier
Foods/Ambrosia Creamery and Country Cheeses) kindly supplied
raffle prizes in aid of the Festival.
We were also surprised and disappointed at the response of
Dartmoor National Park Authority to what was clearly going to be the
flagship cultural event on Dartmoor in 2018, and of key relevance to
the national park and its musical story over millennia. We wrote to
them in October 2017 with details of the Festival, and DNPA
eventually, somewhat hesitatingly, agreed to give us £500. Despite a
complimentary invitation, no member of the National Park Authority
attended the inaugural concert and only one employee of the
National Park is known to have attended any of the events (at
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Ashburton). More disturbing was a bureaucratic and obstructive
response to the ‘Songways’ pilgrimage walk from Postbridge to
Gidleigh on 17 June, potentially involving the Highways Authority in
absurd measures, and requiring the number of walkers to be no more
than 50 (reduced from 100) in order to protect ground-nesting birds.
This was despite months of careful preparation, reconnaissance of
the route and engagement with landowners, and a highly detailed
Event Notification form submitted to DNPA by organisers who were
deeply sensitive to the well-being of the land and its creatures, and
who had lived on central Dartmoor for some 20 years. The walk was
linear, along pathways, and in silence (except at a handful of key
ancient sites) and, for those who knew the terrain, could not possibly
have had a significant negative impact on ground-nesting birds or
other wildlife. The attitude of the National Park prevented many
people joining in this event and was hurtful to the organisers, not
least when, in a letter of 1 June, the Director of Conservation and
Communities said she had ‘asked Rangers to monitor the event’, and
also implied that the DNPA grant was dependent on the outcome of
the walk. At no time did DNPA respond enthusiastically to the Festival
or offer non-financial support.

3. Budget
Expenditure on every event came within budget. However, audience
numbers for the concerts in Tavistock and at South Tawton were
overestimated, and this was the prime cause of a shortfall in
projected box office income, amounting to about £1000. The
Dartmoor Society has been content to cover this from its own funds,
given the success of the Festival as a whole. Total expenditure was a
little over £30,000.
Ticketing through Eventbrite went very smoothly. Other tickets were
sold on the door at individual events.
A summary budget is given below:
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Expenditure
‘Impressions of Dartmoor’, Tavistock
‘Songways of Dartmoor’, Postbridge-Gidleigh
‘White Bird’, South Tawton
‘Dartmoor Resonance’, Buckfast
Jim Causley & friends, Clearbrook
‘Granite’: jazz concert, Ashburton
‘Call of the Heathered Hills’, Postbridge
Fiddle Day , Okehampton
‘Gothic Dartmoor’,Okehampton
Festival Finale, Princetown
Festival Booklet
Marketing/design costs

£11,316
nil
5,537
nil
425
3,545
198
nil
4,276
1,580
2,516
745
£ 30, 137

Income
Box Office receipts
Booklet sales
Sponsorship and donations (20/7/2018)

5,412
935
22,743
£ 29,090

SHORTFALL

(£ 1047)

4. Design, Publicity, Advertising and Media
The Festival logo was designed by Graphic Words, who also designed
the Festival booklet and most of the posters for events.
There was wide publicity over many months leading up to the
Festival, and during the Festival itself - in the Dartmoor Society
Newsletter, Dartmoor Magazine, Dartmoor News, Tavy Links, Oke
Links, Moor Links, Western Morning News (especially 16 May, 5 June,
16 June and 22 June), Tavistock Times Gazette (especially 31 May, 21
June and 28 June), Okehampton Times Gazette, The Moorlander (1
June), Crediton Courier and others, including parish magazines, as
well as online versions. Several of these publications also carried
advertisements. BBC Spotlight filmed the rehearsal for the inaugural
concert at Tavistock, and also filmed Mike Westbrook before the
GRANITE concert. BBC Radio Devon interviewed Tom Greeves on 14
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A collage of posters (Elisabeth Greeves)
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June and 24 June, and Nick Wyke and Becki Driscoll of Wren Music
were also interviewed by BBC Radio Devon.
Besides posters, hundreds of flyers were distributed. Social media
(Facebook and Twitter) were used extensively, and the Dartmoor
Society website carried full details.

5. Audiences
At Buckfast Abbey (about 100), Clearbrook (74), Ashburton (113),
Postbridge (200) and Princetown (102) we had excellent ‘capacity’
audiences. The ‘Songways’ walk was limited to 50 but more people
joined us at the finish. The Okehampton Fiddle day had its usual take-up
of about 35 fiddlers.

Tom Greeves welcoming the audience at St Andrew’s, South Tawton,
18 June (Chris Chapman)
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Audience at ‘GRANITE’, Ashburton , 21 June (Tom Greeves)

At Okehampton (Gothic Dartmoor), an audience of about 75 was
slightly lower than hoped for. The inaugural concert in Tavistock had
an audience of 82 and the ‘White Bird’ concert at South Tawton had
35. Although these were comfortable numbers in terms of the
spaces, combined with the musicians, they were lower than hoped
for, despite good advance publicity with flyers, posters, written
articles, and radio and television items. Obviously it’s not possible to
ask people why they did not attend, despite well-known and
prestigious performers, and we have to recognise that new music,
although all highly approachable in this instance, does not necessarily
appeal to the wider body of music lovers who, one suspects, are
innately conservative. The price of the tickets for these two concerts £20 and £17 respectively (carefully calculated against costs) may
have been another factor.
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William Andrew Fiddle Day, Okehampton, 23 June (Chris Chapman)

But total audiences of around 800, plus connection with about 300
musicians (instrumentalists, singers, composers and conductors) as well
as many businesses and organisations, was very satisfactory, especially
as the majority were a new ‘constituency’ with which the Dartmoor
Society had not previously engaged directly.

6. Comment
Numerous positive comments were received from members of the
audience, from partners, musicians and others. A selection is given
below:
6.1. On the Festival as a whole
 The Festival has such riches happening all week, you have created
something amazing!!
 It was a huge community effort. Everybody must have worked so hard
and put in hours and hours of practice to bring about such a high
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standard of performance. The Festival programme did indeed include
something for everyone and will undoubtedly act as a stimulus to
musicians to build on the success of nine days of Dartmoor connection
music-making. I hope that 10 years on from now the success of this
Festival will be apparent in new commissions, experimental works, new
ideas and increased awareness of the talented artists whose music is
inspired by the many faces of Dartmoor.
 It was an absolute pleasure to be a part of something so historic and
culturally important on Dartmoor and in Devon...it has got me thinking
more about the future of Dartmoor music and what I might do next.

Chris Hoban, Jim Causley, Bill Murray and Mark Bazeley, ‘A Mighty River of Song’,
Clearbrook, 20 June (Chris Chapman)

 It was the most uplifting and musically diverse week I’ve ever
experienced and ... I came away utterly enriched as I’m sure all did who
attended. It will stand as a testament to Dartmoor music in all its forms.
 We are writing to offer our heartfelt thanks for being involved in such a
beautiful week of Dartmoor music [and]... amazing project.
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Buckfast Abbey, 19 June – ‘Dartmoor Resonance’ (Tom Greeves)

 The Festival... was simply wonderful. .. Hats off to the Dartmoor Society
for another inspiring event, and thanks to all who supported it and
sponsored.
 Completely and uniquely impressive achievement. We now know more
about each other and Dartmoor itself through our work on this project.
 Your festival seemed absolutely marvellous – something we should have
wanted to stay and attend for the week had that been practical.
 If this was in Hounslow, it would make national news (BBC Radio Devon
presenter).
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Above and below: Nick Wyke and participants at the William Andrew Fiddle Day,
Okehampton, 23 June (Chris Chapman)
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6.2. On the Festival booklet – Dartmoor Resonance & the Story of Dartmoor
Music









The best value programme I've seen, with so many colour photos!
Fantastic booklet! It is so beautifully done and so interesting.
It's a wonderful document of the festival.
Absolutely fabulous.
Congratulations this is handsome indeed. Terrific.
Truly inspiring, and beautifully produced too, many congratulations.
It was so comprehensive and also beautifully produced.
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6.3. On ‘Impressions of Dartmoor’ (Tavistock)

BBC Spotlight filming the rehearsal of ‘Impressions of Dartmoor’ concert, St Eustachius,
Tavistock 16 June (Tom Greeves)
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The Dartmoor Resonance Festival Orchestra, St Eustachius, Tavistock,
16 June 2018 (Chris Chapman)

 The music was wonderfully evocative of the moor, the players were
superb, and all was expertly put together and conducted by maestro
Simon. The Committee and members of the Society deserve great credit
for the organisation.
 The ladies in the audience we had stayed with were absolutely thrilled. I
particularly enjoyed the ethnic flutes.
 It was such an interesting and attractive piece. It is always a privilege to
play a new work and so I did really enjoy devoting a couple of days to
learning the oboe part and indeed the accompaniment too (soloist re
Richard Stanbrook’s piece).
 The concert was incredible and we wouldn’t have missed it for the
world. We SO SO enjoyed it.
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Nigel Shaw and Simon Ible performing and conducting ‘Stone’ at ‘Impressions of Dartmoor’
concert, Tavistock, 16 June (Chris Chapman)
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6.4. On ‘Songways’ (Postbridge-Gidleigh)

Pack ponies on Merripit Hill – ‘Songways’, 17 June (Tom Greeves)

 We just need to write to say what a magical weekend... I really need to
say what a joy it was to walk the land with deep prayer and honouring.
All the women were a delight to walk with and the women who
struggled did it with such grace and joy; it was a real pleasure to support
and care for them. And it was just wonderful having that male energy of
such respect, support, protection and honouring; walking, gifting their
music and spirit to our journey to make it whole.
 Still slowly floating back to earth after a magical day on Sunday. Thank
you, thank you, thank you.

The Wildsong Choir at Grey Wethers stone circles, 17 June (Tom Greeves)
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‘Songways’ pilgrimage at Grey Wethers stone circles, 17 June (Chris Chapman)

 It was an extraordinary experience...I loved the elemental atmospheric
weather and honouring our beautiful sacred landscape and the people
who came before.
 [It was] an incredible and inspiring day. I shall treasure the sounds and
images for a long time. I feel so privileged to visit those special places
and sing such beautiful songs.
 The simplicity of walking in untouched beauty in silence is deeply
healing.
 What a truly amazing day! The experience and images of walking the
land together, the silence and the songs are still with me! It was
incredible! May the ponies and people forever roam free on Dartmoor –
this beloved land! Heartfelt thanks!
 Wasn’t it all just amazing...and Dartmoor gave us so many of her
different faces.
 Thank you so much for the amazing privilege of walking across Dartmoor
with song, drum, ponies, women, men, weather and not least the spirits
of the land...this has been such a profound a rooting experience for me
and one for which I am so massively grateful. Thank you so much for
your vision and dedication and the beauty of your songs.
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Songways’ at Grey Wethers stone circles, 17 June (Chris Chapman)

Nigel Shaw and the ‘Songways’ pilgrimage approaching Scorhill stone circle (Tom Greeves)
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The Wildsong Choir and friends, ‘Songways’, 17 June (Chris Chapman)

The Wildsong Choir at Scorhill stone circle, 17 June (Tom Greeves)
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6.5. On ‘White Bird’ (South Tawton)

Suzanne Manuell (soloist) and Clive Jenkins (composer) exchanging kisses at the end of
‘White Bird’, St Andrew’s, South Tawton (Chris Chapman)

 We enjoyed the concert very much and what a privilege it was to have
two of the composers present.
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6.6. On ‘GRANITE’ (Ashburton)
 Kate and Mike Westbrook's 'Granite' is, from the first phrase, an exciting
journey - … It's gritty, rocky, tender. It wears a loose jazz overcoat, the
rest of the outfit is both 'prog' eccentric and formally smart!

Kate and Mike Westbrook, GRANITE, Ashburton, 21 June (Stan Willis)
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Kate Westbrook, Roz Harding, Billie Bottle and Coach York, GRANITE, Ashburton (Stan Willis)

Mike Westbrook, Roz Harding and Billie Bottle, GRANITE, Ashburton (Tom Greeves)
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6.7. Call of the Heathered Hills

Call of the Heathered Hills, Lower Merripit, Postbridge (Tom Greeves)

Call of the Heathered Hills, Postbridge (Chris Chapman)
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Nigel Shaw and Carolyn Hillyer, Call of the Heathered Hills (Chris Chapman)

Woodwose (Steve Tyler, Katy Marchant and Ricardo de Noronha), Call of the Heathered Hills
(Chris Chapman)
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Above and below: Call of the Heathered Hills, Postbridge, 22 June (Chris Chapman)

6.8. On ‘Gothic Dartmoor’ (Okehampton)
 It was a most enjoyable evening and it seemed to be very well
supported. Please pass my warmest congratulations on to all those who
took part – they are a talented bunch! The performance was to an
incredibly high standard and a real treat.
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6.9. On ‘Songs of War, Cuckoos and a Witch’ (Princetown)

Princetown, pre-concert relaxation, evening of 24 June (Chris Chapman)

The scene at St Michael & All Angels, Princetown, 24 June (Tom Greeves)
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 I enjoyed the music-making immensely and was touched by the history
of the church which added an extra potency to the brilliant compositions
on show.
 The programme of songs was wonderful right from the moving ‘Abide
With Me’ start which I could identify with at once after learning so much
about the CO’s at the Work Centre in the last year.

 Congratulations on a very special concert at Princetown …There was a
large and very enthusiastic audience there, and I heard many people
remarking as they left how much they had enjoyed it.

Monique and Alain Sibiril (Honorary French Consul), Reenactor John, and Tom
Greeves at Princetown, 24 June (Chris Chapman)
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West Dartmoor Benefice Choir at St Michael & All Angels, Princetown,
24 June (Chris Chapman)

Lucy Luxmoore conducting at St Michael & All Angels, Princetown, 24 June (Chris Chapman)
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Andrew Wilson conducting at St Michael & All Angels, Princetown , 24 June (Chris Chapman)

7. Legacy
There can be little doubt that the Dartmoor Resonance Music Festival
was the most significant cultural event to be held on Dartmoor in
2018, and that it has given Dartmoor music a distinctive voice,
perhaps previously unrecognised.
The most obvious tangible legacy is, of course, the Festival booklet
Dartmoor Resonance and the Story of Dartmoor Music which, for the
first time, describes the long tradition of Dartmoor music, but which
also provides a detailed record of the music and musicians that were
part of the event. It is a statement of what we know about Dartmoor
music in the early 21st century and also of composers and performers
of our time – this will be of growing historical interest.
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Westbrook Records released a CD (WR003) of ‘GRANITE a soliloquy’
at the performance in Ashburton on 21 June. Several excellent
reviews
of
it
can
be
found
on
the
website
http://www.westbrookjazz.co.uk/katewestbrook/granite.shtml, and
include the following comments:



GRANITE is a fine conceit—witty, charming, surprising and elemental by
turns. It's beautifully executed by Westbrook's team of musicians. What
more can I say? Duncan Heining – (All About Jazz, 2 August 2018).
GRANITE stands out as one of the greatest British jazz records in recent
years and it does so by means of a cross-generational band that knows
nothing
about
musical
styles,
just
outstanding
music.
Original Spanish text: Francisco Macias
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We have an archive recording of ‘Impressions of Dartmoor’
(Tavistock) which included, as an extra, music from the film ‘War
Horse’ by John Williams: 'Dartmoor 1912' (arranged for string
orchestra by Stephen Bulla). We also have recordings of ‘White Bird’
(South Tawton), ‘Dartmoor Resonance’ (Buckfast Abbey) and ‘Songs
of War, Cuckoos and a Witch’ (Princetown). There is also an archive
video of the ‘Songways’ walk partly filmed by a camera on the neck of
one of the pack ponies! In addition we have numerous still images of
the events.
Musically, the festival spawned and premiered several important
entirely new works, some of which were specially commissioned –
Clive Jenkins’s ‘Moorland Music’, Richard Stanbrook’s ‘Dartmoor
‘Sunset’, Kate and Mike Westbrook’s ‘GRANITE’, and Jim Causley’s
‘Three Songs by Joseph Valpey’ (arr. Lucy Luxmoore). John Woolrich’s
‘Wistman’s Wood’ had not been performed since 1986 and was
rewritten for the festival. Other works which were specially reshaped
or revised were Nigel Shaw’s ‘Stone’ (fully orchestrated for the first
time) and Judy Whitlock’s ‘Three Dartmoor Letterboxes’, and Andrew
Wilson’s ‘The Browne Bouquet’. All these works will hopefully receive
many performances in the future.
The experience of the ‘White Bird’ concert in St Andrew’s Church,
South Tawton, inspired photographer Chris Chapman to create a
large (122 x 106.6 cm) print montage of twenty of the roof bosses
from the church. This was exhibited for the first time at the White
Moose Gallery, Barnstaple, as part of their ‘Three Hares’ exhibition
(14 September- 13 October 2018).
One should not forget the legacy of memory too – all who
participated will carry forward their own experiences, many of which
were fundamentally enriching. Many life-enhancing connections
were made between disparate groups and people.
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William Andrew’s fiddle at the Okehampton Fiddle Day (Elisabeth Greeves)

8. ‘Proto-Celtic’ Songs
Carolyn Hillyer researched a proto-Celtic language for some of her
newly written songs sung by the Wildsong Choir of women, drawing
on a lexicon at the University of Wales. She created the songs ‘like
threading beads on a necklace…with the key words holding the intent
of the song… from an artistic perspective, not a linguistically scientific
viewpoint’. An example of one of the songs is:
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THE BLANKET AND THE BRAID
© Carolyn Hillyer

KOMMANO
NIS WERTITO
NIS ANDEWEG
SNATEJA BRETTO
SAGO AN SNIJO
SAGO AN SNIJO

we remember
all that we have spun
all that we have woven
path of needle to the cloth
the blanket and the braid
the blanket and the braid

KOMMANO
SAGO AN SNIJO
KOMMANO
KWAKWO WITSU

we remember
the blanket and the braid
we remember
all our wisdom

KOMMANO
GRENDJO SOITO
SAMAN SOITO
NATA SOITO
KWAKWO WITSU
KWAKWO WITSU

we remember
the magic of our bundles
the magic of our circles
the magic of our songs
all our wisdom
all our wisdom

KOMMANO
SAGO AN SNIJO
KOMMANO
KWAKWO WITSU

we remember
the blanket and the braid
we remember
all our wisdom

9. Joseph Valpey’s songs
At the Festival Finale at Princetown, three poems written by Joseph
Valpey (1792-1816), an American prisoner-of-war at Dartmoor prison
1814-15, were heard set to music for the first time. They are of
significant historical interest and their words are reproduced here:
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Of Dartmore Prison
of dartmore prison I’ll tel all I can
Describe the condition of ten thousand men
there manner of pastime and how they all are
discribe these fine Buildings and how we all fare
on top of a mountain those prisons does stand
A place pitcht on purpose for tormenting man
Where Frenchmen and yankey’s together must stay
Until the war’s o’er or else run away
Our manner of Living depend’s very bad
Not Grub half enough every Countanance sad
Nor clothing sufficient to cover our skin
And no more Indulgence we get from the King
Our manner of pastime its hard to Explain
But Keeno and dice is our principal game
While some set at drinking together they sing
Bad luck to the prison short life to the King
Now place all together of what I relate
And had I not Reason’s for to god dam’n my fate
But I bear it with patience and cheerfully sing
Long life to our President and a curse on the King

Lice and Fleas
In Yallow dress from head to foot
Just like a swarm of Bee’s
From Morn to Night you’ll see a sight
Of Hunting lice and flea’s
They skip and crawl most ravingly
And pass from man to man
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If they could speak – you’d hear them say
Now catch me if you can
The other Morn as I walked out
To take the pleasant Air
I saw a Louse whose Magnitude
With Horror he made me stare
Old Traffalgar he pind him fast
And killed him for the Crime
Saying Yesterday was your’s my Louse
But now the day is Mine

A Song [to Lydia]
The heavy hour is almost past
That part my Love and Me
My Longing eyes may hope at Last
There only hope to see
But how my Lydia will you meet
The man you’ve lost so long
Will love in all your pulses beat
And tremble on your Tongue
Will you in Every Look declair
Your heart is still the same
And heal each Idle anxious care
Our fears in absence fraim
Thus Lydia thus i paint the scene
When shortly we shall meet
And try what yet remain’s between
Of Loit’ring time to Cheat
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But if the dream that sooths my mind
Shall false and Groundless prove
If I am doom’d at Length to find
You have forgot to Love
All i of Venus ask is this
No more to Let us Join
But grant me here the flattering Bliss
To live and think you no more mine
From: Journal of Joseph Valpey, Jr. of Salem (Michigan Society of
Colonial Wars, 1922)

Napoleonic Reenactor John
at ‘Songs of War, Cuckoos
and a Witch’ , Princetown,
24 June (Tom Greeves)
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10. ‘Gothic Dartmoor’ songs
The songs performed at the ‘Gothic Dartmoor’ concert in
Okehampton on 23 June were the following – those attributed to B-G
are from the Baring-Gould collection:

The Tasks (B-G)
A Lying Tale (B-G)
Cold Blows the Wind (B-G)
Old Adam (William Andrew tune)
Ballad of Ellie Chapman (Hannah Cumming)
Wild Hunt (Marilyn Tucker & Paul Wilson)
Midsummer Carol (B-G)
Hunter Child (B-G)
Widecombe Fair (Bill Westaway)
John Barleycorn (B-G)
Death and the Lady (B-G)
The Old Man (William Andrew tune)
Jays Grave (Marilyn Tucker)
Frog and Mouse (B-G)
The Three Ravens (publ. Thomas Ravenscroft 1611)
Moll in the Wad/Jack O’Lantern (William Andrew/Nick Wyke)
Hairy Hand (Paul Wilson)
The Dilly Song (B-G)
My Lady’s Coach (B-G)
Woman Skin and Bone (Marilyn Tucker, as handed down in her
family)
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Chapman, Churches Conservation Trust, Myfanwy Cook, Country Cheeses, Dartmoor
Brewery, John Dell, Simon Dell, Devon Marquees, Devonport High School for Boys, Caya
Edwards, Helen Ellis, Alan & Julie Endacott, Friends of St Andrew’s, Friends of St Eustachius,
Gidleigh Village Hall, Paul Glanville, Graphic Words, Elisabeth Greeves, Pauline HamiltonLeggett, Peter Hamilton-Leggett, Very Revd Dr Christopher Hardwick, Helen Hazlewood, High
Moorland Women’s Institute, Carolyn Hillyer, Leaf Hillyer, Wilfrid Hodges, Simon Ible, Clive
Jenkins, Lucy Luxmoore, Steve Mason, Julz McKerron-Pine, Jill Moorhouse, Bill Murray, Mike
Nottage, Premier Foods (Ambrosia Creamery), Barrie Quilliam, Royal Oak (Meavy), Revd Paul
Seaton-Burn, Nigel Shaw, Revd Preb Nick Shutt, Richard Stanbrook, Seventh Wave Music,
Stephen Trahair, Marilyn Tucker, Kate & Mike Westbrook, Andy Williamson, Wren Music,
Graham Whalley, Paul Wilson, Chris Wright, David Youle. Special thanks are due to Marilyn
Tucker of Wren Music, Simon Ible and Clive Jenkins for help with fundraising.

Tom Greeves, Tavistock, September 2018
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